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Abstract: A new method for the visualization of spatial
aligned volumes after 3D/3D image registration is
presented in this paper. This work aims at displaying the
full information of the multi-volume in the same scene.
First, we form a vectorial volume from the spatial
aligned multi-volume. Then, a statistical vectorial
volume classification method based on neighborhood
weighted Gaussian mixture model is applied to analyze
the vectorial volume and get material distribution
information. Finally, several rendering techniques are
adapted to visualize the parameters. We imply an
application case: the visualization of preoperative kidney
planning system to express our visualization method, but
this method is not limited to the specific application case.
According to the levels where the data intermixing
occurs, our method mix the data at the earliest level so
that it is called the acquisition level intermixing method.
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anatomical structures, so that a multi-volume
visualization method will be discussed in this paper.
For the visualization of single volume, direct
volume rendering convey an entire 3D dataset in a 2D
image directly. There are many research concerned about
direct volume rendering [4-6]. The process of
constructing an image from a volumetric dataset using
direct volume rendering can be summarized by the
following steps [7]: data traversal, sampling, gradient
computation, transfer function, shading and illumination,
compositing.

1. Introduction
Within medical acquisitions, multiple images are often
acquired from subjects at different times, and often with
different imaging modalities. In order to bring the
different acquisitions into the same space, many
researchers did effect on the research of medical image
registration [1-3]. Image registration is the process of
overlaying two or more images of the same scene at
different times, from different viewpoints, and/or by
different sensors [2]. According to the image spatial
dimensions, the registration can be divided into three
cases: 2D/2D, 2D/3D and 3D/3D, in which most current
papers focus on the 3D/3D registration of two images [1].
After the 3D/3D registration, we will get several
spatial-aligned volumes. A combined presentation of
registered volume datasets will give a better view of the

Figure 1: Rendering pipeline for different intermixing levels

Cai and Sakas [8] classified the multi-volume
rendering methods according to the levels where the data
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intermixing occurs. Three levels were defined: image
level intermixing, composition level intermixing and
illumination model level intermixing (Fig. 1). All these
presented methods render the multi-volume by mixing
the component volumes at one certain step of volume
rendering pipeline. But actually, these volumes are
different acquisitions taken from the same patient so that
they are not independent. So that we can form a vectorial
volume dataset, in which each voxel contains a vector of
n elements corresponding to the information of the
acquisitions (n is equal to the number of acquisitions).
Then the analysis can be performed on this vectorial
volume instead of several individual volumes. That is to
say, the intermixing level can then occur before the
rendering pipeline. We will call this level acquisition
level intermixing (Fig. 1). This method is realized by the
following steps: first form a vectorial volume from the
multi-volume; then apply a statistical multi-dimensional
classification method to get the material property
information; finally render the multi-volume according
to the classified material properties.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 expresses the proposed multi-volume rendering
framework. The statistical vectorial volume classification
method has been presented in our previous paper [9].
After classification, several rendering methods can be
used to display the material information, which are
discussed in section 3. We take an application case of the
proposed multi-volume visualization method for detail
expression in this section. Finally, the conclusions are
given in Section 4.

2. Multi-volume rendering framework
Based on the discussion in Section 1, we proposed a
multi-volume rendering method which belongs to the
acquisition level intermixing. The framework of this
method is described in Fig. 2.

After registration, several volumes will be aligned
into the same space. As analyzed before, the spatial
aligned volumes can form a vectorial volume. If we
analyze this vectorial volume instead of the individual
volumes, the acquisitions can be taken into account at the
same time. So that we propose to first perform analysis
on this vectorial volume and then apply rendering
techniques to show the analysis result parameters. Since
the multi-volumes are mixed together at the beginning,
according to the he levels where the data intermixing
occurs, our method is called acquisition level intermixing.
The intermixing step is realized by a neighborhood
weighted mixture Gaussian classification method which
has been presented in our previous paper [9].

3. Rendering methods
3.1. An application case
Renal cancer represents 2~3% of whole cancers and is
the third most frequent in urologic cancer. If renal tumors
are detected precociously, they are usually less than 4 cm
so that a nephron sparring surgery can be considered
through several methods like open or celioscopic surgery,
even also radiofrequency treatments. In all of these cases
the surgeon needs to establish his treatment planning and
the first step of the kidney preoperative planning is to be
aware about the anatomical structure of the patient’s
kidneys.
The CT uroscan is the classical clinical preoperative
examination. It consists of three to four time spaced 3D
acquisitions, which give complementary information
about the kidney anatomy. The first acquisition is
realized without injection of contrast agent and informs
the surgeon about intern morphology of the patient. Just
after a contrast medium injection, one or two acquisitions
are taken, which reveal the renal vascular systems and
the renal parenchyma and also give information about
the nature and the location of the renal carcinoma. About
ten minutes later on the last acquisition the collecting
system is enhanced. The 3D/3D registration of these
acquisitions has been presented in our previous work
[10].
After registration, according to the framework we
proposed (Fig. 2), a vectorial volume is formed. The
vectorial volume classification method based on the
neighborhood weighted Gaussian mixture model is
applied [9]. With the material distributions and the
material properties, both surface rendering and volume
rendering techniques can be expanded to the vectorial
volume visualization in the acquisition level intermixing
method.

3.2. Surface rendering method

Figure 2: Multi-volume rendering pipeline

For scalar volume, surface rendering techniques
approximate a surface by some geometrical primitives,
most commonly triangles, which can then be rendered
using conventional graphics accelerator hardware. The
Marching Cubes algorithm [11] was developed to

approximate an iso-valued surface with a triangle mesh.
This surface extraction cannot be applied on the vectorial
volume directly because the vectorial iso-value is
difficult to define. But the class distributions we get after
applying the vectorial classification method are relatively
separated. Each material distribution can be treated as an
independent volume. Each material distribution volume
is closed to a binary volume with the value range [0, 1]
(especially at the border) instead of always 1 in a binary
volume. We can get the surfaces of each material and
then render them in the same scene as multiple objects so
that the materials can be merged in the final image (Fig.
3).

Figure 3: Merged scene rendered by semi-transparent surface
rendering technique.

3.3. Volume rendering method
The input of this rendering pipeline is the material
probabilities on each voxel and the material properties
(color and opacity value) assigned by the user. The
volume rendering method for visualizing the classified
material information is expanded from scalar volume
rendering method. The difference exists in gradient
calculation and transfer function design.
For gradient calculation, Drebin et al. [12] proposed
to form a density volume by assigning a density value to
each material and then composing the densities weighted
by the materials’ probabilities. A density characteristic
ρ k is assigned for the kth material and then the density
is formed by the following formula for each grid:

simplify the user input because the two properties:
opacity α and the density ρ can be confused. The
formula is as follows:
K

D = ∑ pk α k

(2)

k =1

The gradient of the sample point can be calculated
from the density volume D with any scalar volume
gradient calculation method.
For transfer function design, according to the nature
of the material probabilities, we proposed two methods:
class decision method and composed color and opacity
method.
Class decision method: For each sample point, we
achieve a decision that the point belongs to one certain
material and then assign the material color and opacity to
the sample point for the final composition process. When
we cast a ray into the volume, we calculate the first
derivate along the ray. If the kth material probability
volume gives the maximum first derivate, we select it as
the class decision for the current sample position.
Composed color and opacity: Unlike the class
decision method, the color and opacity for the sample
position can be gotten from the material probabilities
directly by multiplying the color and opacity assigned to
that material by the probability of each material.
The rendering results with the two transfer function
design method are shown in Fig. 4. On Fig. 4(a), we can
see that the class decision method can better discriminate
the different material; there is less color confusion in the
rendering result. But the decision making process is a 0-1
procedure so the rendering results appear discrete. In
contrast, on Fig. 4(b), the final result appears more
continual because the boundaries are composed by two
materials.

K

D = ∑ pk ρ k

(1)

k =1

We can see that the greater ρ k is, the more
important the kth material is. If ρ k equals to zero, the
kth material will disappear in the final image. The
material opacity α has the similar effect: α = 1
implies that the material is completely opaque, and
α = 0 implies that it is completely transparent so that
we can use the opacity α to replace ρ to form the
density volume. This replacement can reduce the input
parameters of the rendering pipeline so that it can

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Rendering results. (a): Class decision; (b): Composed
color and opacity

4. Conclusions
With the development of 3D/3D medical image
registration methods, more and more application meets
the requirement of the visualization of spatial-aligned
volumes. Most of the existing methods for multi-volume
visualization are based on the intermixing of the volumes

at one certain step in the rendering pipeline. In this paper,
we propose an acquisition level intermixing method, in
which the intermixing step appears at the beginning of
the rendering process.
First, the individual volumes are combined into a
vector volume so that the analysis is performed on this
vectorial volume instead of several separated scalar
volumes. Based on the statistical vectorial volume
classification method based on the Gaussian mixture
model, in order to integrate more information into the
classification process, we apply a neighborhood
weighted method for the analysis of the vectorial volume.
Then several rendering techniques are applied on the
classification result. Both of the surface rendering and
direct volume rendering techniques can be adapted to
this situation. Two kinds of transfer design methods for
direct volume rendering (class decision method and
composed color and opacity) are implemented and
compared. The rendering results of the two methods are
given and the comparison of them is discussed.
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